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Abstract—The Fuzzy logic is a promising method in Artificial Intelligence. This is extensively employed to manage factors in the surroundings. The influence of fuzzy logic is demonstrated by evidence of making of proposed intelligent systems based on fuzzy logic methods e.g. pressure cooker, refrigerator, washing machine and so on. The intention of proposed work is to design an e-nose capable of detecting the distinct smell generated by various chemical vapours. These sensors of gas were used in this scheme. These readings from sensors passed to a fuzzy logic controller. The fuzzification process is taken by Mamdani style. The outcome of the proposed scheme is displayed at LCD display and matched to the outcome of simulation done using Matlab.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Humans have five great senses that can help them in evaluating surroundings. Eyes are used to assess the quality of seeing, ears are used to be sensitive to sound, skin sensitive towards touching, a mouth is significant to taste something and nose is used to evaluate the smell. The perception of the human nose idea is great in evaluating the quality of foods, cosmetics, chemicals et cetera. Thus, the technology using the proposed nose concept is created to assist humans in their life. This artificial nose is called electronic nose (e-nose) which is used as a sensor of gas to detect the gas molecules spread by ‘product’ which need to be analysed [1]. The similarity of an electrical nose and a biological nose is nothing but matching of a bee eye with an eye of a human. That’s why, the correlation between human smell sensation and e-nose data gathering interpreted in the same manner. In different perspectives, the analysis of non-smelly volatiles e.g. detection of explosives are also doable. So, the terminology of “electrical nose (e-nose)” creates an impression that we are going to make a nose that will look like the human nose. Till now, extensive research has been done to analyse the basics of smellant receptors and the structure of the smell sensory process. In every smell receptor cell, a specific kind of odorant receptor is placed, which is able to sense target smell. Whereas, complex smell which is made of various molecules required to activate different receptors. The final pattern of the receptor decides our sensation of the smell. Considering the technical limitations of the e-nose, we should characterize it as an effort to mimic the process of smelling. The gas sensor data are processed to extract features in order to eliminate repetition and to reach at a description of the mixture of volatiles [2]. Fig. 1 is comparing the human nose to the e-nose.

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT

The problem behind the real application of e-noses is that the target gases belong to different characteristics features and mixed with contaminants like water vapour, etc. The gas sensors are able to detect those gases which are not detectable by the human nose. Humans have no receptors for water vapour. Similarly, we are not capable of detecting carbon monoxide (CO). Therefore, either detectable or not detectable gases and relevant and not relevant gases are two different research areas of e-nose research and development and need to describe in detail for the need of smell detection. Hence, we use both real-time approach and mass-sensitive approach of gaseous analyzers from diverse sources e.g. to detect the various smell generated by distinct chemical vapour. In the past, e-noses gained tremendous popularity in gas sensing. When an electrical nose imitates the mammalian sense of smell then it becomes more influential among scientists and researchers. Therefore, quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) based multi-sensor arrays is sensitive to different modules in order to produce a complex pattern recognition process [3]. Molecularly imprinted polymers on a multichannel mass transducer specify the receptor cells for an e-nose and pattern recognition process takes the role of mind to identify multiple parts e.g., monitoring smells originating from plants. These conceptualized artificial electronic processes are matchable with natural process, though with quite a various selectivity, gas sensor output patterns and proved their real-time applications. Therefore, we analyze a methodology that has utilization in multiple industries such as food processing and quality assurance.

III. METHODOLOGY

3.1 E-Nose Concept

Design of a device for electronic smell sensory is an appealing technology in the field of chemical sensors. In the other research areas of taste sensing, sensing in liquid phase is possible with the use of electronic tongues (e-tongues). In the other words, e-nose is designed for detecting gases, e.g. smell, aroma, odor etc. These instruments are replicating the living smell process with the help of multivariate data investigation tools. Increasing interest of researchers in
environment, security, food quality control and health also make a way to develop technology of chemical sensor e.g. e-nose. Researchers have been doing research since 1970. In the past, Infrared Spectroscopy (IRS), Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy and Mass Spectrometry of Gas Chromatography, Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) were in trends for chemical investigation [1]. The most famous prototype of an electrical nose was developed by Persaud and Dodd in 1982 [4]. Their concept was detection of volatile compounds generated by microorganisms. They researched various stages of the human smell sensory process and measured volatile compounds [2]. Signal monitoring, amplification were measured by apparatus whereas neural networks are used for pattern recognition. Both e-noses and chemical based sensor technology helped humanity in different areas: diagnosis of human diseases, quality control in the food sector etc. Gardner and Bartlett in 1994 [5] characterized an electrical nose as: an device consisting of multiple channels of chemical based sensors with partial specificity and an efficient model for pattern detection [4] for recognition of simple or complex mixtures. Fig. 1 demonstrates the similarity of the human system and and electrical nose.

![Electrical Nose](image)

**Fig. 1: Comparing the Human Nose to the Electrical Nose**

The basic parts of an electrical nose is:
- A specimen handling methodology.
- A recognition methodology based on a general approach.
- A methodology of data science, e.g., various tools made for Pattern recognition.

A detection methodology contains a number of gas sensors to detect gases generated by vaporous compounds. The sensor of gas computes the presence of gas in the surrounding. The sensor of gas deals with a gas to determine its presence. Each gas has a unique feature after computing voltages. The presence of the gas is decided by computing the current discharge. There are different utilization of gas sensors like process control, monitor environment, controlling boiler, detection of fire, breath test of alcoholic person, mines safety, home safety and grading of agriculture products e.g. coffee and spices. They are six gas sensing technologies, i.e. Gas Sensor using Metal Oxide, Capacitance, Acoustic Wave, Calorimetric, Optical and Electrochemical characteristics[6]

### 3.2 Fuzzy Logic Classification

LoftiZadeh gave an evolutionary Fuzzy set theory in 1965. It was developed to define uncertainty and vagueness with the help of formalized logical tools. It deals with the imprecision inherent in various real-life situations [7]. Till then, Bivalent set theory dominated western logic. Whereas, statements were either true i.e.1 or false i.e 0. In a set, things either were a member or not a member. The powerful characteristics feature of bivalent sets was mutual exclusivity. Mamdani and sugeno fuzzy logic are two kinds of common fuzzy logic used. Basically for students, mamdani is the preferred type because it is easier to understand [8].

### 3.3 Principles of data fusion

‘Data’ is information that can come from one or various sources while ‘Data Fusion’ is the process of combining multiple data from different sources in order to generate more meaning to the user. Data fusion processes are classified as low, intermediate or high [9]. Two powerful components of an e-nose; sensing methodology and automated pattern recognition methodology. The limitation in Electrical Nose can be minimized by optimizing the sensor array and the artificial intelligence process [10]. Nowadays, the complexity of the sensing environment data has increased. Using single pattern recognition might not be sufficient and give an effective result. Data fusion approach overcomes this limitation by integrating the data extracted by various patterns of recognition method [11]. Based on the previous research, there are three major structures of data fusion used: pre-processing, feature and decision level fusion. The moves of the system are described below.

- Pre-processing data fusion (raw data set is processed using various processing methodology and then integrated into a raw data set.)
- Feature fusion (Used numerous feature extraction methods to create the diverse feature vectors in various feature space)
- Decision level fusion (data mining with independent classifier. Then, a decision is taken by integration of the decision of each classifier).

The common idea of multisensor data fusion is similar to the behaviour of humans and animals based on experience and reasoning to improve their probability of survival. The general challenge of data fusion from multiple sensors is to determine the best procedure for combining the reading of multiple sensor [12]. The favour of a statistical approach is that explicit probabilistic models are used to analyze the various associations [13].

### IV. IMPLEMENTATION OF DESIGN

#### 4.1 Hardware Design

Hardware design contains a few components, i.e voltage regulator, both gas and chemical sensors and liquid crystal display (LCD). Voltage regulators frequently generate required power supply otherwise raw current destroy the

![Hardware Diagram](image)
circuit. The scope of a voltage regulator in a circuit is used to control voltage up to a desired value. The voltage regulator is needed for the sensor where it includes supply 5V for sensor MQ3 and TGS 2611 and 6V for MG811. While using test outcomes for analyses voltage, voltage for MG811 is equal to 0V for all the testing. We don't know what the problem is, whether the sensor is destroyed or the value is very low. So, after discussion with the supervisor, we changed the sensor MG811 to TGS 800. With it, the entire sensor desired supply 5V. LCD displays come in different sizes most often named by the number of rows and then the length of the display line. For example a 1x16 LCD display will have one row of sixteen characters and a 4x20 LCD display will have four rows with twenty characters in each. Most LCDs that are being made now come with one row of sixteen pins. Display control is managed by fourteen pins. Backlighting is managed by two pins. In part of selecting the sensor, these kinds of the sensor are used which are MQ3, TGS 2611 and MG 800 for gas detecting.

4.2 Characteristics of Sensor output

The output of the sensor is characterized by association between the gas presence changes and resistance of the sensor changes. This association is based on algorithmic function. The output of the sensor is demonstrated in Fig. 2. In these figures, the resistance of the sensor values ($R_s$) are normalized according to the resistance of the sensor conditions ($R_o$) for each model, and the $Y$-axis is indicated as resistance of the sensor ratio: $R_s/R_o$. All the sensor characteristics represent typical characteristics.

![Fig. 2: Sensitivity of MQ3, TGS 2611 and TGS 800 sensor](image1)

In this work, proteus 7.5 are used for designing the voltage regulator and transformer. Fig. 3 is a prototype design used for testing and also demonstrated the connection of circuit. and also show design PCB layout.

![Fig. 3: PCB Layout of Voltage Regulator using PROTEUS](image2)

**V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

Fig. 4 shows the complete scheme prototype contains the three sensors which detect gases from vaporous samples. Fig. 5 displays LCD display to record input and output.

![Fig. 4 : Design Prototype](image3)

![Fig. 5 : LCD starting display.](image4)

Testing has been done in order to see the functionality and process of the designed device towards vaporous compounds. The sample of vaporous compounds in these works are coke, apple cider and perfume. Fig. 6 and 7 manifests the samples used in this design testing.
5.1 Testing

5.1.1 Investigation of sample

All specimens (Coke, Cider, perfume) have been tested with the help of sensor (MQ3, TGS2611 and TGS 800) by computing the sensor output simultaneously. The output is feeded to Arduino and the output is shown in serial monitoring for an interval of 30 seconds. The figure below is the outcome for each sensor. Fig. 8, 9, 10 illustrate the response of voltage when we tested with a sample with various computations as stated in each figure.

Fig. 6 : Liquids for analysis testing.

Fig. 7: Quantity of liquids for testing and Quantity of water for testing.

Fig. 8: Graph plotted for coke analysis using three various sensors.

Fig. 9: Smell analysis of apple cider for three sensors
5.2 Classification

Gas classification is the second part in the Electrical nose and we used fuzzy logic to classify gases generated by all the vaporous samples. Fuzzy rules and fuzzy inference processes are characterized based on three numbers of sensors and combined by AND operations. The stages of the fuzzy logic classifier are Fuzzification, Fuzzy inference methodologies and Defuzzification [17]. Twenty-seven rules are designed in order to classify gases from specimens. The rules created are based on the various scenarios of the linguistic variables. Fig. 11 demonstrates the example of fuzzy rules creation for the specimens and sensor values of gas.

IF (Mq<3 is Low) AND (TGS-2611 is Low) AND (TGS-800 is Low) THEN (Result is Coke)
IF (Mq<3 is Low) AND (TGS-2611 is Low) AND (TGS-800 is Medium) THEN (Result is Coke)
IF (Mq<3 is Low) AND (TGS-2611 is Low) AND (TGS-800 is High) THEN (Result is Coke)
IF (Mq<3 is Low) AND (TGS-2611 is Medium) AND (TGS-800 is Low) THEN (Result is Coke)
IF (Mq<3 is Low) AND (TGS-2611 is Medium) AND (TGS-800 is Medium) THEN (Result is Apple Cider)
IF (Mq<3 is Low) AND (TGS-2611 is Medium) AND (TGS-800 is High) THEN (Result is Apple Cider)
IF (Mq<3 is Low) AND (TGS-2611 is High) AND (TGS-800 is Low) THEN (Result is Coke)
IF (Mq<3 is Low) AND (TGS-2611 is High) AND (TGS-800 is Medium) THEN (Result is Coke)
IF (Mq<3 is Low) AND (TGS-2611 is High) AND (TGS-800 is High) THEN (Result is Apple Cider)
IF (Mq<3 is Medium) AND (TGS-2611 is Low) AND (TGS-800 is Low) THEN (Result is Coke)
IF (Mq<3 is Medium) AND (TGS-2611 is Low) AND (TGS-800 is Medium) THEN (Result is Coke)
IF (Mq<3 is Medium) AND (TGS-2611 is Low) AND (TGS-800 is High) THEN (Result is Apple Cider)
IF (Mq<3 is Medium) AND (TGS-2611 is Medium) AND (TGS-800 is Low) THEN (Result is Coke)
IF (Mq<3 is Medium) AND (TGS-2611 is Medium) AND (TGS-800 is Medium) THEN (Result is Coke)
IF (Mq<3 is Medium) AND (TGS-2611 is Medium) AND (TGS-800 is High) THEN (Result is Apple Cider)
IF (Mq<3 is Medium) AND (TGS-2611 is High) AND (TGS-800 is Low) THEN (Result is Coke)
IF (Mq<3 is Medium) AND (TGS-2611 is High) AND (TGS-800 is Medium) THEN (Result is Coke)
IF (Mq<3 is Medium) AND (TGS-2611 is High) AND (TGS-800 is High) THEN (Result is Apple Cider)

VI. CONCLUSION

The objective of the design was to design our own electronic nose to decide the vapour quantity of a food item. A suitable sensor was selected and tests were performed to see if the device was capable of responding to the sample successfully, hence to determine its discriminative ability, reproducibility and repeatability[13]. Examining the quantity of vapour compounds is key to ensure the safety of the environment, especially fuel-sensitive. This test can be continued with some other chemicals that are more sensitive to human health.
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